CONSTRUCTION
FRAME CONSTRUCTION:
All frames are made with selected hardwoods and engineered hardwood laminates. All frames
feature interlocking glued joints. High-stress joints are glued, and corner blocked for durability.
SPRING CONSTRUCTION:
Heavy gauge sinuous wire springs are used to provide seating comfort, superior suspension
and durability. Webbed seat bases are used in applications where sinuous wire springs are not
an option.
BACK CUSHIONS:
Semi-attached and loose pillow backs are filled with high resiliency fiber and feather blend
encased in a non-woven ticking. Backs are channeled to maintain shape and long-lasting
durability.
SEAT CUSHIONS:
None of the foam used in our products contains flame retardants. All our products are
TB117-13 compliant.
UNI-BLEND: Standard
A hand-crafted cushion with a 1.8 or better density high resilient foam core that is wrapped
with a super soft high resilient fiber blend of 90% feathers and 10% down feathers. The
cushion is then sewn into a down-proof ticking to prevent migration of the feathers through the
fabric. Back cushions are constructed with multiple compartments to keep fiber, down and
feather evenly distributed and securely in place. Tight back and tufted back styles are
constructed with a solid layer of foam topped with fiber.
The UNI-Blend cushion is engineered to be the best seat in the house.
ULTRA PLUSH: Available Option
The ultra-plush is a hand-crafted cushion with a 1.8 or better density high resilient foam core
wrapped with a super soft high resilient fiber. The cushion is sewn into a non-woven ticking.
This cushion is engineered to have a firmer seat than the blend down standard cushion. This
cushion is optimal for consumers with allergy concerns as it removes all feathers from this style
including toss pillows. Back cushions are constructed with multiple compartments to keep the
silky fiber fill evenly distributed and in place. The ultra-plush cushion option is available for
no additional charge.
SPRING DOWN: Available Option
Our best step-up, hand-crafted cushion. This cushion contains a 1.8 or better density high
resilient foam core with 14-gauge springs inside. It is wrapped with a super soft high resilient
fiber blend of 90% feathers and 10% down feathers. The cushion is then sewn into a
non-woven ticking. This cushion is engineered to provide ultimate comfort and long-lasting
durability. The spring down cushion option is available for an additional charge on most
items.

NOTE: Zippers are used on all seat cushions. The zippers are a function of manufacturing and
not for the purpose of removing for cleaning.

